
SOFTWARE SOLUTION FOR BANKING E-GATEWAY TO SUCCESS 

 
ABSTRACT 

The software solution for banking e-gateway to 

success is used for banking online examination. 

It is an XML (Extended Markup Language) 

based application. Since it is developed as a 

generic application, it can be used for any online 

examination. Objective type questions are 

uploaded in xml format. XML schema is used to 

validate the XML. The person undergoing 

examination can select any question paper from 

the available set of questions. It also displays the 

unattended question for the employee to attend if 

time exists. As soon as the time expires the 

system takes the responsibility of submitting the 

answer paper and generates the result. Results 

will be displayed on same window and it is send 

to candidate mail id and manager mail id. Person 

working under the organization can also use the 

system to undergo practice exams which helps to 

increase the performance and to manage the time 

for similar competitive examinations. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Every posting in a bank are done based on the 

performance of an individual attending 

examinations for that particular post. Every 

individual working under the bank will be 

provided with a book which is a collection of all 

previous question papers. Updating that book 

after every exam is expensive and it will not  

 

 

reach to them on time. The book will be 

available to them just two days before the exams 

and they will not prepare using those books and 

will not able to attend the exams properly. 

Manager’s track the performance of an employee 

based on the marks they obtained during those 

examinations and based on their performance 

they will get promotions. Since the system is not 

automated an employee may also got placed 

because of political influence or by some illegal 

ways. To avoid this situation and for survival of 

the fittest in any particular field this system need 

to be implemented in every organization. 

In this a set of Questions are uploaded in xml 

format and validated by means of xml schema. 

The recent question papers can be uploaded 

easily without any cost and since the result is 

sent to both manager and candidate e-mail id 

there is no chance of bribe. It can also used for 

practice sessions which will increase the 

performance of an employee working in an 

organization. 

E-GATEWAY 

Normally gateway is used to enter or exit. In this 

system e-gateway refers to an entrance which 

allows an individual to achieve success if he gets 

through the exam. 
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EXISTING SYSTEM 

In the existing system the question papers are 

collected and printed in a book format and it is 

given to all the employees working in that 

organization. When new question papers are 

published the book needs to be updated which 

results in the increase in cost and the employees 

lack interest in going through the book before 

exams as the latest version of the book may not 

be delivered to them on time. After the exam got 

over it took long time in publishing the result. 
The manager tracks the performance of an 

employee based only on the test results and thus 

the promotions are delayed. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The drawbacks in the existing system can be 

overcome by introducing a new system in which 

the objective questions are uploaded in xml 

format. The questions can be easily updateable 

without any code change which does not involve 

any cost. Employee can attend the exam for 

practice and they can increase the performance 

which can be tracked by the manager.  Once the 

test gets over the result is send to both the 

manager and the candidate e-mail id. The 

manager then can promote the candidate based 

on the performance.  

MODULES 

The application consists of following modules 

 Role 

 Master 

 Transaction 

 Result 

 

Role 

The system can be accessed based on the role 

assigned to employees working in the 

organization. Every employee has given unique 

role id and role name based on the position in the 

organization. By which they can access the login 

form. 

 

 
 
Master 

The master module consists of details about 

department, designation and employee. The 

designation master consists of fields such as 

designation id and designation name. The 

department master consists of fields such as 

department id and department name. The ployee 

master consists of fields such as employee name, 

employee id, branch code, email id etc. 
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Transaction 

This consists of details about branch and the test 

page. The branch detail consists of fields such as 

branch code, branch name, area, pin code etc. 

The test page consists of login form when 

entering correct details displays the test paper. 

 
 

 

 

Result 

The result stores the details about questions 

number of questions attended, unattended, 

correctly attended, wrongly attended and the 

total percentage. 
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CONCLUSION 

This application provides extremely good 

solution to the management. It automates all the 

necessary business functionalities. It helps to 

reduce the expenses. It helps to increase the 

productivity. It provides valid data on time to the 

management. It uses the latest technology to 

provide good solution to the management. It 

provides the secured access to all the data. 

The business user and admin users are enjoying 

using this application. It is user friendly 

application. It is developed to support any latest 

technology like next version of .net.  All 

business users are appreciating our team for 

providing secured, high performance, main 

notification application to them. 

The role based security plays the main role in 

this application. It provides the limited pages 

only to the limited user and full access to the 

admin user. Actually it provides only necessary 

pages to the necessary user. 

Our future enhancement for this application will 

be using Silverlight. Because the management 

team expecting some reports with Silverlight. 

We plan to develop highly interactive system for 

the new functionalities.  
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